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Abstract 

This research aims at describing the strategy congratulating utterances, 

the type of address form and its social function found in congratulating utterances 

for the Royal Baby of Prince William and Chaterine Middleton. The type of this 

research is descriptive qualitative research which the writer uses documentation 

method as the method of collecting data. The data of this research are 

congratulating utterances. The data sources are social media in internet such as 

twitter, facebook and online newspaper. In analyzing data, the writer describes of 

type of address form and its social function of address from by referring to the theory 

of Chaika (1982). The result of the research shows that firstly, strategies of 

congratulating utterance are divided into two categories. They are general 

pattern (83 data/100, 83%) and idiosyncratic pattern (17 data/100, 17%). 

Secondly, types of address form are Aristocratic title (24 data/100, 24%), 

occupational title + Aristocratic title (1 data/100, 1%), title alone (3 data/100, 

3%), Aristocratic title + title (3 data/100, 3%), first name (4 data/100, 4%), title 

+ first name (1 data/100, 1%), title first name (3 data/100, 3%), Aristocratic title 

+ title first name (1 data/100, 1%), nickname (4 data/100, 4%), first name + 

nickname (8 data/100, 8%), title nickname (2 data/100, 2%), title first name + 

title nickname (1 data/100, 1%), pronoun (5 data/100, 5%), pronoun + 

Aristocratic (1 data/100, 1%) pronoun + first name (2 data/100, 2%) and does 

not use address form (37 data/100, 37%). Thirdly, the social functions of address 

form are to show formality (15 data/100, 15%), to show respect (9 data/100, 9%), 

to show solidarity (4 data/100, 4%), to show intimacy (9 data/100, 9%), to show 

formality and respect (3 data/100, 3%), to show respect and solidarity (2 

data/100, 2%), to show solidarity and intimacy (10 data/100, 10%) and does not 

have social function (37 data/100, 37%).          

 

Key words: congratulating utterances, strategy of congratulating, address forms, 

types, social functions 

 

 



 

 

A. Introduction 

Mostly people express their ideas and feeling through utterances, 

especially an expressive utterance. Expressive utterance is one kind of speech 

act that states what the speaker feels. In expressive, people can express 

psychological states with statements of thanks, sympathy for condolences, 

pleasure for congratulation, pain, likes, dislike, joy or sorrow.Congratulating is 

included into the expressive utterance.According to Oxford Learner’s Pocket 

Dictionary, congratulating tell pleased when someone is successful in doing 

something or achievements. Meriam-states that, congratulation is used to 

express vicarious pleasure to person on the occasion of success or good 

fortune.(http://www.meriamwebster.com/ dictionary/congratulating), such as in 

conditions like celebrating birthday, marriage, engagement, etc. The message 

of congratulating is directly conveyed to the receiver or target audience. 

In conducting this research the writer tries to analyze strategy of 

congratulating utterance, types of address form and its social functionfoundin 

congratulating utterances for the Royal Baby of Prince William and Chaterine 

Middleton.  

The writer finds one research focusing on congratulating utterance 

which study sociopragmatics approach on congratulating utterances of the 

engagement of the Prince of England (Aryani, 2011). There are many 

researchers who conduct research focusing on expressive utterance, as follows: 

conduct about a pragmatics analysis on expressive utterance in Rio de Janeiro 

movie manuscript (Susanti, 2013). Which study a sociopragmatics analysis on 

expressive utterances in Action movie and its translation (Tejaningrum, 2012), 

this researcher conducts about the subtitling strategy analysis of the expressive 

utterances in Dolpin Tale movie (Nurjanah, 2013), this research conducts about 

a analysis of expressive utterance acts in Harry Potter and Goblet of Fire 

movie (Janatin, 2009), this researcher conduct pragmatics analysis on 

expressive utterances found in holy Qur’an translation (Rifa’I, 2006),  this 

research conducts a subtitling analysis on expressive utterance on the Man in 

the Iron Mask movie and its subtitling (Fitriyani, 2009), this research conducts 

http://www.meriamwebster.com/%20dictionary/congratulating


 

 

politeness principles on expressive acts found in the movie of Pearl Harbor 

(Wijiyanto, 2009), this research conducts conduct the expressive illocutionary 

act in “Julius Caesar” drama written by William Shakespare  (Kustilawati, 

2008), this research conducts a subtitling analysis on expressive utterances on 

the Mirror Mirror movie (Setia, 2010). In context of congratulating utterance, 

the research is only one conducted by May Ana PutriAryani (2011) but there 

are many researches about expressive utterance. The reason why, the writer 

conducts a research focusing on pragmatics analysis on congratulating 

utterances is to completing and adding the research about congratulating 

utterance because the research about congratulating utterance is still rare. 

Moreover the present study looks at congratulating utterances for the Royal 

Baby of Prince William and Chaterine Middleton, and this research have been 

unexplored by pervious study.  

The research above was different because those researchers present 

different source of data. The researcher objects of this research were 

congratulating utterances for The Royal Baby of Prince William and Chaterine 

Middleton found in social media such twitter, facebookand online newspaper. 

(1) The problem statements of this research are What are strategies of 

congratulating utterances for the Royal Baby of Prince William and Chaterine 

Middleton? (2) What are types of the address form used by the addressor to the 

addressee in congratulating utterances for the Royal Baby of Prince William 

and Chaterine Middleton? (3) What are the functions of address forms used by 

the addressor to the addressee in congratulating utterances for the Royal Baby 

of Prince William and Chaterine Middleton? 

The objectives of the study of this research are; first,to determine the 

strategies of congratulating utterances for the Royal Baby of Prince William 

and Chaterine Middleton. Second, to describe the types of address form that 

used by the addressee to the addressor in the congratulating utterances for the 

Royal Baby of Prince William and Chaterine Middleton. Third, to describe the 

functions of address form that used by the addressee to the addressor in the 



 

 

congratulating utterances for the Royal Baby of Prince William and Chaterine 

Middleton. 

The writer will discuss some theories deal with the topic as follow: 

speech acts, expressive utterance, congratulating utterance, socilinguistics, 

address form, social factors and dimension. 

Austin (1976:48) explain that there are at least three elements of speech 

act, namely locution, illocution, amd perlocution. The writer focus on 

illocution act, it is when the speaker say something to the adresse to give the 

intention of its utterance. When the utterance content of commanding, 

command is made. When the utterance content of requesting, request is made. 

It is what the speaker intends to communicate to the addresse. 

According to Yule (1996) “expressive those kinds of speech act that 

state what the speakerfeels”. They express psychological states and can be 

statement of pleasure, pain, joy, sorrow, apology, condolence, thanks, etc. they 

can be caused by something the speaker does or hearer does (Yule, 1996:54). 

According to Oxford learner Pocket Dictionary, congratulating is telling 

please when someone is successful in doing something or achievement. 

According to Meriam, congratulation is a message telling someone that you are 

happy because of his or her success or good luck. Whereas congratulating is 

the act of telling someone that you are happy because of this or her success or 

good luck. 

According to Holmes (1992:1), sociolinguistics is concerned with the 

relationship between language and context in which it is used. It is interesting 

to explain why people speak differently in different social context and also 

concerned with identifying the social functions of language and the ways it is 

used to convey social meaning. It is the study of relationship between language 

and society, including cultural norms, expectations, and context. On the 

language is used and effect of language use in society. 

Chaika (1982: 47) states that the rules of addressing in a society are as 

complex as the society itself. Address is used almost for power and solidarity. 

It is also used to reinforce the relative intimacy and power between people. 



 

 

Address can be repeated constantly through a conversation to reinforce the 

relative intimacy and power between people. As stated before, the actual rules 

of addressing in a society are as complex as the society itself. Most studies of 

address concentrate on whether or not FN is used or Title like „Mr‟, „Mrs‟, 

„Miss‟, „Prof.‟ etc + Last Name . Address also involves nicknaming the use of 

„Sir‟, or „Ma‟am‟, man, boy, as well as Your Honour, Your Eminence, even 

Aunt and Uncle (Chaika, 1982: 47). There are so many types of address forms. 

People can choose them to address others. According to Chaika (1982: 47-50), 

the types of address forms are FN, TLN, KT, and respectful term. Special 

nicknames are also often used among closed friends. 

 

B. Research Method 

In doing this research, the writer uses descriptive qualitative research 

she intends to determine strategy of congratulating utterances and describes 

type of address form and its social functionsfound in congratulating utterances 

for The Royal Baby of Prince and Chaterine Middleton. The data of this 

research arecongratulating utterances for The Royal Baby of Prince and 

Chaterine Middleton. In collecting the data of this research, the writer uses 

documentation methods. The steps of collecting data are as follows; Searching 

for the congratulating utterances for the Royal Baby of Prince William and 

Chaterine Middleton in the internet, gathering the data of congratulating 

utterances, classifying strategy, the type and social function of address form.   

. 

C. Research Result and Discussion 

In this research result, there are strategies of congratulating utterances, 

types of address form and its social function of address form found in 

congratulating utterances for The Royal Baby of Prince William and Chaterine 

Middleton.  

 

 



 

 

1. General Pattern of Congratulating Strategies for The Royal Baby of 

Prince William and Chaterine Middleton 

General pattern is pattern which used generally by addressors. 

Addressors congratulate the Royal Baby of Prince William in similar way. 

It becomes different when addressors use different formation of pattern 

with same attributes. The writer finds 15 general patterns. From 100 data, 

there are 83 data which are included in general pattern.  but each of 

general pattern has some variations. Formation of the pattern and applying 

the supporting words for congratulating utterance make differentiation 

from one utterance to others. There is one sample from 15 general pattern 

of data analysis: 

a. Congratulating + Address form 

In this general pattern, the writer finds 12 data (12%). 

Generally, they are similar with same attributes. But in this pattern 

have some variations. The applying supporting words such 

“heartfelt” and “huge” to increase the impact of utterance, while 

using “congrats” in the utterance shows that the addressors use 

informal form in congratulating utterance. It can be seen in these 

data: 

Data 14 

(Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper) 

heartfeltcongratulationsto the Royal Couple (and) the entire 

Royal Family. 

Table 4.1 

General Patterns of Congratulating Strategies for The Royal Baby of 

Prince William and Chaterine Middleton  

Nu. Pattern Amount Percentage 

1. Congratulating + 

Address form 

12 12% 



 

 

2. Congratulating + 

Address form + 

Happiness 

12 12% 

3. Congratulating + 

Address form + Pray 

8 8% 

4. Congratulating + 

Address form 

Compliment 

8 8% 

5. Congratulating + 

Address form + Wish 

8 8% 

6. Congratulating + 

Happiness 

7 7% 

7. Congratulating + 

Happiness + Pray 

3 3% 

8. Congratulating + 

Address form + 

Happiness + Pray 

4 4% 

9. Congratulating + 

Happiness + Wish + 

Address form 

3 3% 

10. Happiness + 

Congratulating + 

Address form + Wish 

+ Compliment 

2 2% 

11 Congratulating + pray 

+ Hope 

4 4% 

12. Congratulating + Wish 2 2% 

13. Congratulating + 

Address form + 

Advice 

5 5% 

14. Congratulating + Pray 14 2% 

15. Congratulating + 

Address form + 

compliment + Wish 

4 4% 

 Total 84 83% 

 

 

 



 

 

2. Idiosyncratic Patterns of Congratulating Strategies for The Royal 

Baby of Prince William and Chaterine Middleton 

Idiosyncratic pattern is unusual pattern with different formation. In 

this pattern there is no pattern which is similar so in every idiosyncratic 

pattern have no relation with other pattern.  

In this pattern, the writer finds 17 patterns or 17 data (17%) with 

different formation. Each pattern has its characteristic. There are some 

patterns which use supporting words such as “Huge”, “most”, “sincere”, 

and “heartfelt” to increase the impact of utterances. Other supporting 

words such as “happy” and “congrats” are used to congratulate the 

addressee in informal way. This is one sample from 17 idiosyncratic 

patterns: 

a. Congratulating + Address form + Asking for suggestion 

Data 71  

(Carol Edwards)Congratulations to you both, how about 

Spencer for a name? 

 

Table 4.2 

Idiosyncratic Patterns of Congratulating Strategies for The Royal 

Baby of Prince William and Chaterine Middleton 

Nu. 
Pattern Number of 

Data 

Percentage 

1. Congratulating + 

Address form + 

Asking for suggestion 

1 1% 

2.  Congratulating + 

Address form + 

Congratulating + 

Address form + 

Personal Statement 

1 1% 

3. Congratulating + 

Address form + Joke 

1 1% 

4.  Congratulating + Joke 1 1% 

https://www.facebook.com/CAEUK


 

 

5. Congratulating + 

Personal statement 

1 1% 

6. Happiness + 

Congratulating + 

Address form + 

Asking for suggestion 

1 1% 

7. Congratulating + 

Address form + 

Happiness + 

Compliment 

1 1% 

8. Happiness + 

Congratulating + 

Wish + Compliment 

1 1% 

9. Advice + wish + 

Congratulating + 

Address form + 

Compliment 

1 1% 

10. Happiness + 

Compliment + 

Congratulating 

1 1% 

11. Congratulating + 

Compliment 

1 1% 

12. Congratulating + 

Compliment + Wish 

1 1% 

13. Congratulating + 

Wish + Address form 

+ Pray + Happiness 

1 1% 

14. Congratulating + 

hope + Happiness + 

Pray 

1 1% 

15. Congratulating + 

Address + Pray + 

Advice 

1 1% 

16. Congratulating + 

Address form + 

Thanking + Pray 

1 1% 

17. Congratulating + 

Compliment + Hope 

1 1% 

 Total 17 17% 

 

 



 

 

3. Types of Address Form Used in Congratulating Utterance for The 

Royal Baby of Prince William and Chaterine Middleton 

From 100 data, the writer classifies types of address form into eight 

types. There are Aristocratic title, title, title first name, title last name, first 

name, last name, nickname, and pronoun. But there are addressors who use 

combination or apply more than one form to address the addressees. The 

writer also finds some data which do not use address form. So the writer 

determines type of address form into 15 types and one part which not use 

address form. 

After analyzing data analysis the writer finds type of address forms 

which are used in 100 data of congratulating utterances. The type of 

address form Aristocratic title only can be shown with use form Her 

Majesty, Her Royal Highness, Your Royal Highness, Duke and Duchess 

of Cambridge to address addressees in their utterances. Occupational title 

can be shown with use the Colonel of Regiment to address Prince William 

as addressee. Title alone is indicated with use terms Queen King, Prince 

and Princess to address addresses. Title first name is indicated with use 

forms Queen Elizabeth II, Prince Charles, Prince William and Princess 

Chaterine to address addressees. title nickname is indicated with use term 

Princess Kate, Princess Di, and Prince Will to address addressee. These 

following types of address form are included into formal way to address 

addressee. 

There are also informal ways to address addressee. They are first 

name, nickname, and pronoun. First name is indicated by use form 

William, Chaterine, Diana, Camilla, Elizabeth and Philip to address 

addressees. type of address form nickname is indicated by use terms Will 

and Kate to address addressees. The pronoun You and Them is also used 

to address addressees.  

This following datum is one sample of data analysis to describe type 

of address form used in congratulating utterance: 



 

 

Data 47 

(KENETH) Hearty congratulations to her Majesty and their 

Royal Highness on the birth of the prince of Cambridge.  

The data above uses Aristocratic title only. The form Majesty is 

an English word derived ultimately from the Latinmaiestas, meaning 

greatness. The title ranks above Royal Highness (http: 

//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Majesty). In British Royalty and Aristocratic, 

Majesty refers to King and Queen of the England. From 100 data 

analysis, the writer finds two data which use form her Majesty to 

address Queen Elizabeth II. 

Table 4.3 

Types of Address Form Used in Congratulating Utterances for The 

Royal Baby of Prince William and Chaterine Middleton  

Nu. Type of 

Address 

Form 

Number of 

Data 

Percentage 

1. Aristocratic 

title 

24 24% 

2. Occupational 

title + 

Aristocratic 

title 

1 1% 

3. Title 3 3% 

4. Aristocratic 

title + Title 

3 3% 

5. First name 4 4% 

6. Title + First 

name 

1 1% 

7. Title first 

name 

3 3% 

8. Aristocratic 

title + Title 

first name 

1 1% 

9. Nickname 4 4% 

10. First name + 

Nickname 

8 8% 

11. Title 

Nickname 

2 2% 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin


 

 

12 Title first 

name + Title 

Nickname 

1 1% 

13 Pronoun 5 5% 

14. Pronoun + 

Aristocratic 

title 

1 1% 

15. Pronoun + 

First name 

2 2% 

16. Does not use 

any address 

form 

37 37% 

 Total 100 100% 

After analyzing the types of address form of data, the writer describes 

the result in table 4.3. It can be seen from 100 data, there are 37 data 

(37%) which do not use address form. It means that most addressor tend to 

not use any address form to addressing addressee. The writer also finds 

various types of address form used in congratulating utterances for the 

Royal Baby Prince willam and Chaterine Middleton. They are Aristocratic 

title (24%), occupational title + Aristocratic title (1%), title (3%), 

Aristocratic title + title (3%), first name (4%), title + first name (1%), title 

first name (3%), Aristocratic title + title first name (1%), nickname (4%), 

first name + nickname (8%), title nickname (2%), title first name + title 

nickname (1%), pronoun (5%), pronoun + Aristocratic title (1%), pronoun 

+ first name (2). 

4. Social Functions of Address Form Used in Congratulating Utterance 

for The Royal Baby of Prince William and Chaterine Middleton   

According to Chaika, there are some social functions of address form. 

They are to show intimacy, politeness, inferiority, formality, solidarity and 

respect. But in this research, the writer finds four functions of address 

form; they are formality, respect, solidarity and intimacy. Obviously, the 

four social functions can be combined such as to show formality + respect, 

solidarity + intimacy, formality + solidarity. It occurs because there are 



 

 

some addressors who use more than one type of address form in their 

congratulating utterances.  

After analyzing the data, there are 25 data (25%) indicate to show 

formality. The writer finds that address form Aristocratic title, 

occupational title, and title indicate to show formality. Aristocratic title is 

seen with use terms such as Her Majesty, Their Royal Highness, His 

Royal Highness, Duke and Duchess of Cambridgeto address addressees. 

While, occupational title can be seen with use term Colonel of the 

Regiment to address Prince William. 

The writer finds nine data (9%) from 100 data which have function to 

show respect. It can be shown with use address form title alone, title first 

name and title with terms Queen, King, Prince, Princess, Prince 

Charles, Prince William, Princess Chaterine, and Princess Kateto 

address addressees.these types of address form shoe that its social function 

of address form is to show respect. 

The writer finds four data (4%) which indicate to have function of 

address form to show solidarity. It can be shown with use address form 

first name and last name. First name here such as William, Chaterine, 

Diana, Charles and Camilla. While, last name here is Middleton 

In this part, the writer finds eight data (8%) from 100 data which 

indicate to show intimacy. It can be shown with use nickname such as 

Will and Kate. And also using pronoun to address addressee such as You 

and Them.  

The writer finds 3 data (3%) which have function of address form to 

show formality and respect. This function signs with use more than one 

type of address form in an utterance. the function to show formality with 

use Aristocratic title. while function to show respect with use title + first 

name and title only. 



 

 

In this part, the writer finds only two data (2%) that indicates to 

show respect and solidarity.As addressors, they uses title and first name in 

her congratulating utterances. The using title indicate to show power of 

addressee, so its function to show respect. While, using first name 

indicates to minimizing distance between addressor and addressee, so its 

function to show solidarity. It can be concluded the function of these types 

address form to show respect and solidarity.  

The writer finds seven data (7%) indicate to show solidarity and 

intimacy. The function of address form to show solidarity can be shown 

with use first name to address addressee, while using nickname and 

pronoun indicates to show intimacy. The last there are 37 data which do 

not use any address form so it means there is no any social function of 

address form. This following data is one example of analysis: 

Data 28 

(President Obama and U.S. lawmakers) Michelle and I are so 

pleased to congratulate the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge 

on the joyous occasion of the birth of their first child,” We wish 

them all the happiness and blessings parenthood brings.The 

child enters the world at a time of promise and opportunity for 

our two nations. Given the special relationship between us, the 

American people are pleased to join with the people of the 

United Kingdom as they celebrate the birth of the young 

prince. 

Based on the data above, the addressor is President Obama 

congratulates for the birth of baby boy of Prince William and Chaterine 

Middleton. Addressor uses form Aristocratic title Duke and Duchess of 

Cambridge to address the addressees. It can be seen addressor wants to 

show the addressees’ power with use this from. The role social 

communication context is between higher rank to higher rank. So the 

function use of address form Aristocratic title is to show formality. 

 

Table 4.4 



 

 

The Social Functions of Address Form Used in Congratulating 

Utterances for The Royal Baby of Prince William and Chaterine 

Middleton 

Nu. The Social Function 

of Address Form 

Number of 

Data 

Percentage 

1. To show formality 25 25% 

2. To show respect 9 9% 

3. To show solidarity 4 4% 

4. To show intimacy 9 9% 

5. To show formality 

and respect 

3 3% 

6. To show respect and 

solidarity 

2 2% 

7. To show solidarity 

and intimacy 

10 10% 

8. Does not have social 

function 

37 37% 

 Total 100 100% 

 

According to table 4.4, most addressors do not use any address form 

to address addressee in their congratulating utterance. The writer finds 37 

data (37%) which do not use any address from so the writer cannot 

determine the social function of its utterances. But in other side, the writer 

finds four social functions of address form and four combinations of them. 

They are to show formality (25%), to show respect (9%), to show 

solidarity (4%), to show intimacy (9%), to show formality and respect 

(3%), to show formality and intimacy (1%), to show respect and solidarity 

(2%), to show solidarity and intimacy (10%). 

 

D. Conclusion 

Based on data analysis, findings and discussion, the writer describes 

the conclusion as follows: 

1. The strategies of congratulating utterances for the Royal Baby of 

Prince William and Chaterine Middleton are classified into two 



 

 

categories. They are general pattern of congratulating utterances 

and idiosyncratic pattern of congratulating utterances. Pattern 

congratulating + address form and pattern congratulating + address 

form + happiness have largest amount used by addressors.  

2. The types of address form used in congratulating utterances for the 

Royal Baby of Prince William and Chaterine Middleton are 

described by referring sociolinguistics theory by Chaika. They are 

divided into 15 types. They are Aristocratic title, title alone, first 

name, nickname, title nickname, pronoun and some combinations 

of them, they are occupational title + Aristocratic title, Aristocratic 

title + title, title + first name, Aristocratic title + title first name, 

first name + nickname, title first name + title nickname, pronoun + 

Aristocratic title, pronoun + first name. Type of address form 

Aristocratic title alone have largest amount used by addressors and 

last there several addressors do not use any address form. 

3. The social functions of address form used in congratulating 

utterances for the Royal Baby of Prince William and Chaterine 

Middleton are divided into seven social functions. They are to 

show formality, to show respect, to show solidarity, to show 

intimacy, and combinations of them as like, to show formality and 

respect, to show respect and solidarity, to show solidarity and 

intimacy. The social function of address form to show formality is 

largest amount found in data analysis and there are several data 

which are do not social function of address form. 
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